Hag Queen
It is a Hag Queen’s role to embody the aggression and martial
prowess of Khaine himself, and to lead the charge into battle.
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Mighty Adversary: This Mighty Adversary
group consists of 1 Hag Queen and 8 Witch
Aelves.
Dance of Doom: Whenever a Hero hits
the Hag Queen, roll a dice. On a 5 or 6 the
attack is ignored. Furthermore, the Hag
Queen may pass through models from
either side as she moves.

Witch Brew: At the start of each adversary
phase, the Hag Queen sips from this ornate
goblet, the rejuvenating effects of the blood
contained within allows her to regain 1 Vigour.
Nemesis: The Hag Queen can not be
stunned. When she is slain, whichever Hero
landed the killing blow gains D3 Renown,
and each other Hero gains 1 Renown.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1

War Cry: All Heroes in the same chamber as the Hag Queen must make an armour save,
any who fail suffer 2 automatic Stun damage.

2

Rune of Khaine: The Hag Queen makes a special Blade of Khaine attack against an
adjacent Hero, it only has 1 attack die, but causes 4 damage. If she did not attack, she
makes a move action towards the nearest Hero.

3

Orgy of Slaughter: The Hag Queen makes a move action towards the nearest Hero, she
then attacks an adjacent Hero with her Blade of Khaine, in addition, any Witch Aelves in
the same chamber may also attack any adjacent Heroes with their Sacrificial Knives.

4-5
6

Frenzied Assault: The Hag Queen makes a move action towards the nearest Hero, she
then attacks an adjacent Hero with her Blade of Khaine attack.
Touch of Death: Hide a D6 in one of your hands, then select one adjacent Hero.
Ask them to pick a hand, if that hand is holding the D6, they suffer D3 wounds, with no
saving throw possible.

Avatar

of

Khaine

A monstrous effigy of brass and glistening claret, an Avatar
of Khaine is a living embodiment of it’s blood thirsty deity’s
names sake.
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Mighty Adversary: This Mighty Adversary
group consists of 1 Avatar of Khaine and 5
Witch Aelves.

Thunder-stomp (*): The Thunder-stomp is
a special attack which targets all adjacent
Heroes, roll one attack die for each.

Idol of the Bloody Handed God: Whenever
a Hero hits the Avatar of Khaine, roll a dice.
On a 5 or 6, the attack is ignored.

Bloodshield: Any friendly Daughters of
Khaine models or the Assassin and Witch
Elf Hag Heroes gain an additional save of 6+
against all damage while in the same chamber
as the Avatar of Khaine.
The Avatar of Khaine itself does not benefit
from the Bloodshield.

Nemesis: The Avatar of Khaine can not be
stunned. When it is slain, whichever Hero
landed the killing blow gains D3 Renown,
and each other Hero gains 1 Renown.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1

Idol of Worship: The Avatar of Khaine emits a shadowy red fog, which permeates
throughout the chamber, all Daughter of Khaine adversaries and the Assassin and
Witch Elf Hag Heroes may re-roll failed attack rolls in their next activation.

2

Torrent of Burning Blood: The Avatar of Khaine opens its ornate maw, spraying a
torrent of hissing, boiling blood towards it’s enemies. Make a Torrent of Boiling Blood
attack against the furthest Hero.

3-4

Crushing Blow: The Avatar of Khaine will attack an adjacent Hero with its Ancient Blade
attack, if it did not attack, it will make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

5

Thunder-stomp: The Avatar of Khaine makes a move action, ignoring any pinning rolls
it would normally take, to get adjacent to as many Heroes as possible. It then attacks all
adjacent Heroes with its Thunder-stomp attack.

6

Carmine Rejuvenation: Channelling the power of the Bloody Handed God, the Avatar
of Khaine heals D3 wounds to itself, and 1 wound to 3 other Daughters of Khaine models in
the same chamber.

Bloodwrack Medusa
The serpentine Bloodwrack Medusa impales her enemies with it’s
vicious Bloodwrack Spear, however, should her victim lock eyes
with the creature, for even a second, it risks being turned to crystal.
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Mighty Adversary: This Mighty Adversary
group consists of 1 Bloodwrack Medusa and
D3 Sisters of Slaughter.
Serpentine Grace: The Bloodwrack Medusa
may pass through models from either side
as she moves.

weapon actions
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*

Bloodwrack Stare (*): If a Hero is hit by, and
does not save the Bloodwrack Stare it suffers
4 Stun damage. Then roll 3D6, if any doubles
are rolled the Hero also suffers 1 Grievous
Wound.

behaviour table
D6

1

Action
Enfeebling Foe: The Bloodwrack Medusa summons it’s innate magic to debilitate the
Heroes. Randomly select ONE Hero in the same chamber to be afflicted by the magical
Enfeebling, this Hero suffers a -2 modifier to each attack it makes in it’s next Hero phase.

2-4

Vicious Thrust: Make a move action with the Bloodwrack Medusa towards the nearest
Hero. If this move brings the Bloodwrack Medusa adjacent to a Hero, make a Bloodwrack
Spear attack against one adjacent Hero.

5-6

Bloodwrack Stare: Make a move action with the Bloodwrack Medusa, attempting to
disengage and get as far away from the Heroes as possible in it’s current chamber. Then,
randomly select ONE Hero in this chamber and attack it with the Bloodwrack Stare.

Khinerai Heartrenders
The Khinerai Heartrenders sweep out of the skies, dark streaks that
cut swiftly through low clouds. Their barbed javelins travel with such
velocity that they can impale cleanly through warriors in full plate.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists of 5 Khinerai Heartrenders.
Fly: The Khinerai Heartrenders may pass
through models from either side as they
move.

weapon actions
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1

Shryke: The leader of a pack of Khinerai
Heartrenders is a Shryke, Add +1 to hit for all
attacks made by the Shryke.
Heartpiercers Shield: For each ‘6’ you roll
when attacking with the Khinerai
Heartrender’s Barbed Javelin in a combat
action, the target suffers an additional wound.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1-2

Fire and Flight: Make a movement action with the Khinerai Heartrender’s, moving them
as far from the Heroes as possible, then make a Barbed Javelin missile attack against
each nearest Hero. The Khinerai Heartrenders may then spend any remaining movement to
relocate.

3-4

Barbed Javelin: The Khinerai Heartrender’s attack an adjacent Hero with it’s Barbed
Javelin combat attack, any Khinerai Heartrenders who did not attack make a move
action towards their nearest Hero.

5-6

Death from Above: Make a movement action with the Khinerai Heartrender’s,
moving each towards their closest Hero, then make a Barbed Javelin combat
attack against an adjacent Hero, this attack has +1 to hit.

Khinerai Lifetakers
Lifetakers dive in to attack at high speeds. At the last moment
they spread their leathery pinions, snapping their descent as they
swing their sickle-blades with maximum force.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists 5 Khinerai Lifetakers.
Fly: The Khinerai Lifetakers may pass
through models from either side as they
move.

Harridynn: The leader of a pack of Khinerai
Lifetakers is a Harridynn, Add +1 to hit for all
attacks made by the Harridynn.
Heartpiercers Shield: For each ‘6’ you roll
when attacking with the Khinerai Lifetakers
Barbed Sickle, the target suffers an additional
wound.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1-2

Fire and Flight: Make a movement action with the Khinerai Lifetakers, moving
them towards their nearest Hero, then make a Barbed Sickle attack against an
adjacent Hero. The Khinerai Lifetakers may then spend any remaining movement to
relocate away from the Heroes.

3-4

Barbed Sickle: Make a Barbed Sickle attack against an adjacent Hero, any Khinerai
Lifetakers who did not attack make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

5-6

Death on the Wind: Make a movement action with the Khinerai Lifetakers, moving them
towards their nearest Hero, then make a Barbed Sickle attack against an adjacent
Hero, this attack does 2 damage per hit, instead of the usual 1.

Melusai Blood Sisters
The serpentine Blood Sisters channel the blackness of their tainted
souls into a strike known as the ‘scáth touch,’ solidifying victims into
an unmoving crystal statue that remains horrifically aware.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists 3 Melusai Blood Sisters.
Gorgai: The leader of a pack of Melusai Blood
Sisters is a Gorgai, Add +1 to hit for all attacks
made by the Gorgai.

weapon actions
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D3

Serpentine Grace: Melusai Blood Sisters may
pass through models from either side as
they move.
Turned to Crystal: If you roll a ‘6’ to hit with
the Melusai Blood Sisters Crystal Touch
attack, add +1 to the damage caused.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1-2

Slithering Assault: Make a movement action with the Melusai Blood Sisters, moving
them towards the furthest away Hero they can reach, then, make a Heartshard Glaive
attack against an adjacent Hero.

3-4

Glaive Slash: Make a Heartshard Glaive attack against an adjacent Hero, any Melusai
Blood Sisters who did not attack make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

5-6

Crystalline Grasp: Make a movement action with the Melusai Blood Sisters, moving
them towards their nearest Hero, then make a Crystal Touch attack against an adjacent Hero.

Melusai Blood Stalkers
Blood Stalkers are elite archers, a venomous guard who rain
death from afar. With uncanny accuracy, their missiles streak
across the battlefield to pierce their targets through the heart.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists of 3 Melusai Blood Stalkers.
Krone: The leader of a pack of Melusai Blood
Stalkers is a Krone, Add +1 to hit for all
attacks made by the Krone.

weapon actions

Dice

Range

Hit

Damage

Heartseeker Bow
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Missile
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1

Serpentine Grace: Melusai Blood Stalkers
may pass through models from either side
as they move.
Heartseekers: For each ‘6’ you roll when
attacking with the Melusai Blood Stalkers
Heartseeker Bow, the target suffers an
additional wound.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1-2

Slithering Assault: Make a movement action with the Melusai Blood Stalkers, moving
them towards their nearest Hero, then make a Sacrificial Dagger attack against an
adjacent Hero.

3-4

Heartseeker: Make a Heartseeker Bow attack against the nearest Hero, if the Melusai
Blood Stalker is adjacent to a Hero, attack one of them with its Sacrificial Dagger attack.

5-6

Deadly Volley: Make a movement action with the Melusai Blood Stalkers, moving them
into a position where they may make a Missile attack against their nearest Hero. Then make
2 Heartseeker Bow attacks against that target, instead of the usual 1.

Witch Aelves
Devoted followers of Khaine, Witch Aelves spend their
entire lives dedicated to serving their bloodthirsty deity.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists 2D6 Witch Aelves. (Up to a
maximum of 10.)

Hag: The leader of a unit of Witch Aelves is a
Hag, Add +1 to hit for all attacks made by the
Hag.

Poisoned Blades: For each ‘6’ you roll when
attacking with the Witch Aelves Sacrificial
Knives, the target suffers an additional
wound.

Horn Blower: If the Hornblower is on the
board, all Witch Aelves gain +1 to their
movement value.

Frenzied Fervour: If the Witch Aelves are in
the same chamber as either a Hag Queen or
an Avatar of Khaine, they may re roll combat
attacks that roll a ‘1’ to hit.

Bloody Standard: If the Bloody Standard
is on the board, add +1 to any Witch Aelf
Behaviour rolls.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1

Offering to Khaine: The Witch Aelves attack an adjacent Hero with their Sacrificial Knives
attack, any who did not attack make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

2-4

Frenzied Assault: The Witch Aelves attack an adjacent Hero with their Sacrificial
Knives attack, any ‘6’s rolled to hit with the attack generate 1 additional attack dice which
is also rolled. This continues until a ‘6’ is not rolled to hit. Any who did not attack make a
move action towards the nearest Hero.

5-6

Blood Letting: The Witch Aelves attack an adjacent Hero with it’s Sacrificial Knives attack,
they may then make a movement action towards a different Hero, if this brings
them adjacent to a different Hero, they may also attack them with their Sacrificial Knives
attack.

Sisters

of

Slaughter

Merciless masters of the lash, the Sisters of Slaughter leap
into the fray and do not cease until all their foes lie dead.
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Exotic Adversary: This Exotic Adversary
group consists 2D6 Sisters of Slaughter.
(Up to a maximum of 10.)

Handmaiden: The leader of a unit of Sisters
of Slaughter is a Handmaiden, Add +1 to hit
for all attacks made by the Handmaiden.

Bladed Bucklers: When a Hero attacks a Sister
of Slaughter armed with a Bladed Buckler in
combat and rolls a ‘1’ on their attack dice, they
suffer 1 wound, saves may be taken as normal.

Horn Blower: If the Hornblower is on the
board, all Sisters of Slaughter gain +1 to their
movement value.
Bloody Standard: If the Bloody Standard is
on the board, add +1 to any Sisters of Slaughter
Behaviour rolls.

behaviour table
D6

Action

1

Offering to Khaine: The Sisters of Slaughter attack an adjacent Hero with their Sacrificial
Knife attack, any who did not attack make a move action towards the nearest Hero.

2-4

Barbed Whip: The Sisters of Slaughter make a move action towards the nearest Hero,
they may then attack an adjacent Hero with their Barbed Whip attack.

5-6

Dance of Death: The Sisters of Slaughter attack an adjacent Hero with it’s Barbed Whip
attack, they may then make a movement action towards a different Hero, if this brings
them adjacent to a different Hero, they may also attack them with their Sacrificial Knife
attack.

